Arte visionária e psicodelismo obras artísticas resultantes da interação entre cultura e estados não ordinários de consciência 
Religious Experience and Myths
Experiences of entering into non-ordinary states of consciousness can take us to a world different from the ordinary, material and rational world of our everyday life, therefore many times associated with a "spiritual realm". Some advocate the real existence of such realm; others, however, may consider that it is nothing more than characteristic reactions of our nervous system. It is possible to divide this type of experience into two distinctive forms. The first consists in the direct contact of the individual with this spiritual realm. This is probably the case of many avatars and prophets since the ancient ages, religious founders, priests and/or shamans.
The other form is the one experienced by disciples. They "believe" in those spiritual leaders, not merely due to their innocence and unpreparedness, fears and doubts in face of a mysterious life they are not able to explain, but also because, somehow, they feel within themselves a resonance of what is conveyed by those masters, thus giving them confidence and coherence as stated by Campbell: Any person who engages with the work of literary creation knows that we open up ourselves, it is a kind of surrender, and the book talks to us and builds itself. To some extent, you become the conveyer of something that was transmitted to you from what is called the Muses, or, in biblical terms, "God". This is not a manner of speaking, this is a fact. Once the inspiration results from the unconsciousness, and once the mind of the people of any small society has much in common with what the unconsciousness is concerned, what the shaman or the prophet brings to light is something that exists latent in anyone, just waiting to be brought to light. (CAMPBELL 1991, p.71) It is very likely that certain myths, for instance, some indigenous legends, have emerged from visions received in non-ordinary states of consciousness. However, in time, they may suffer alterations and adaptations according to transformations of time and local culture, deviating them, apparently, of the initial associations, or even being substituted by symbolic synonyms, in other words, different images with the same meaning:
Well, automobiles entered mythology. They entered the dreams. And aircrafts are long in service of imagination. The flight of the aircraft, for instance, acts in the imagination as a liberation from earth. It is the same thing with birds, in a certain way. The bird is a symbol of the liberation of the spirit in relation to its earth's imprisonment, in the same way that the serpent symbolizes the earth's imprisonment. The aircraft plays this part nowadays. (CAMPBELL 1991, p.32) A myth, as a sacred account about creation, told by a people can sound funny to others: what is sacred for some people, it is superstition for others, but this does not reduce the power and efficiency of the myth in its place of birth (Lewis-Williams & Pearce 2005, p.150) . Myths are inserted in the society, people inherit them and assimilate the culture in which they were born. People would feel bad and ridiculous should they be obliged to dress, or undress, according to practices and customs of a culture different from their own. Similarly, the individual absorbs the religion available around them, becoming a Christian, Jewish, Muslim, Hindu, or Huichol.
A deep study of these characteristics is something very complex, but it is possible to find some examples to illustrate the question. To begin with, we will study some characteristics of the human mind while in non-ordinary states of consciousness, and, in parallel, we will show some attempts to make visual representations of these experiences by some individuals.
Shamanism and Non-ordinary States of Consciousness
What would be the main characteristic one could notice in spiritual phenomena?
The answer is that they seem to be linked to the human ability of changing their as a reducing valve of perception, a filter for reality, "to make possible biological survival" (Huxley 2004, p.32) . Our consciousness receives a torrent of impressions from the outer world and our own body that needs to be filtered. In fact, we are not simultaneously aware of all the stimuli coming from our senses. What comes to our consciousness must, as it were, follow a hierarchy of priorities.
In the same way that the outer world impressions are filtered, the inner impressions, in other words, the memories, thoughts and unconscious contents, must go through some kind of selection. In "normal conditions", people relate to the world through this filtering. However, shamanic-psychedelic-spiritual techniques can avoid this filtering, and, in some cases, even intensify the brain reception of certain impressions coming from the outer or inner world. Hancock, about some probable brain characteristics, says:
Theoretically the brain could be as much a receiver as a generator of consciousness, and thus might be fine-tuned in altered states to pick up wavelengths that are normally not accessible to us. (HANCOCK 2007, p.39) The shamanic practices are associated to the non-ordinary states of consciousness and are very old and similar among people of different parts of the world, a reason why some researchers use the expression shamanic state of consciousness (Harner 1982, p.59) . In this state it is possible to observe the spectrum of consciousness divided into three stages (Lewis-Williams 2004, p.125) : Stage 1, of entoptic phenomena, visual phenomena that occur between the eye and the cortex, independently of the material world, but that can be projected on outer world objects. These patterns usually consist of a variety of geometric, colorful and luminous forms in a fractal combination. Klüver divides the entoptic phenomena into four categories, also called form constants or phosphenes: 5 "(i) gratings, lattices, fretworks, filigrees, honeycombs and chequer-boards, (ii) cobwebs, (iii) tunnels, funnels, alleys, cones and vessels, and (iv) spirals" (Klüver 1966, p.66 This division in stages does not mean that people necessarily go through all of them, nor that the passage from one stage to another has rigid boundaries -on the contrary, the passage happens gradually. Cultural information can influence the individual's expectations and interests, and accentuate one stage or another.
6 :-) This characteristic of associating ambiguous shapes to known objects is called pareidolia.
Visionary Art
What is Visionary Art? Briefly we can say that the Visionary Art is an art where the production is subject to the resulting experiences of non-ordinary states of consciousness (MIKOSZ 2009, p.114 ).
The visions experienced in non-ordinary states of consciousness are usually perceived as genuine by individuals, even by those who are not shamans. They are experiences of "another world", which can only be translated into "this world" in a descriptive and symbolic way, mediated by each individual's culture and internal repertoire. This is a fundamental point, for it demands a profound reflection on how we In the case of the cosmological experience, "the shamanic technique par excellence consists in the passage of one cosmic region to another, from Earth to Heaven or from Earth to Hell". Shamans perform this through a structure that is part of the Universe and that connects this "layered cosmos": the axis mundi, the axis of the world, or yet, the cosmic pillar, which goes through a "doorway", a "hole", from where the gods, the dead, the shamans can ascend and descend on their celestial or infernal trips (ELIADE 2002, p.287) . These patterns are embroidered on a variety of fabrics, appear on pottery, body painting, ceremonial garments, among others. They may be simply drawn with black ink or in several colors, with small changes in the resulting patterns. In many of the works by artist Andrew Gonzales, spirals and vortexes (Type 7) are present, usually transformed or merged with feminine figures. As previously seen, the spirals may represent the idea of passage, just as labyrinths, mandalas, tunnels and stairs that, in fact, are not just images seen during visions, but may also be sensorially experienced in several ways by an individual during non-ordinary states of consciousness. Another very common element associated with spirals is water.
Actually, the association of water as a primordial element of creation is present since ancient Egypt. It is common to find spirals as a symbol of creation, water and lunar fecundity, associated with the feminine, the mother, the sea (CHEVALIER & GHEERBRANT, 1999 p.398) , all harmoniously present in the work of the artist. 
Final words
This essay attempted to point at the visual coincidences arising from nonordinary states of consciousness, emphasizing that the experiences may produce similar images in individuals all over the world; conversely, they may undergo variations and adaptations owing to the environment and local culture the individuals are immersed in.
This paper attempted, from the vast quantity of examples that would not fit here, to present a small sample of visual representations from the remote past and others by contemporary artists that are both illustrative and result from non-ordinary states of consciousness. In the same way that indigenous people can consider some geometrical patterns to be sacred, because they were "seen" through experiences of contact with other levels of reality, the "spiritual realm", science tries to investigate those religious phenomena not as merely hallucinatory reveries, but as result of legitimate experiences, regardless of any evidence of the existence of such realms. Nowadays, the very nature of hallucination is being questioned, considering that because they do not exist in the material objective world, it does not mean that they cannot be part of a perfectly normal human psyche, thus presenting recurrent characteristics that are measurable by science.
The visual representations, examined in an interdisciplinary way with human and biological sciences, help us to understand some evidence regarding the choice of certain geometric patterns used in the representations, as well as their modification and sophistication in more complex societies.
